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Foap Missions 

Outsource your visual brand story to 3M vetted Global Creators 



Do it right, forget stock and photo shoots 
UGC puts the love for your brand front and centre 

STOCK FOAP MISSIONS PHOTO SHOOT 

Thousands of styles, hard to find the right one Multiple styles, on demand One style of photography 

Time consuming search Time effective! Get started in few minutes Time consuming 

One hit one kill Many creators submit their work One hit one kill 

Cheap and overused Cost affordable and Scalable       Expensive 

Outdated style Creative & authentic pictures Limited to your geographic position 

No direct contact with photographers Interact with over 3M people Interact just with one photographer 



Effortless Mission Setup 
From your brief to curated photo collection 

Specify 
Brief your needs for lifestyle and  

product photos or videos 1 
Launch 
Mission started, global creators  

activated, brand exposed. No  

hassle 
2 

Distribute 
Just click and download all 

the images you like. Royalty 

free – problem free  
3 



HappySelf Journal 

Challenge 

As a fast growing Amazon business, The HappySelf / HappyMe Journal brand 
needs a range of product, lifestyle photography & video content to optimize 

their listings and drive brand image. They have many product lines for 
different global geographies, vast product selection and targeting diverse 

demographics. They constantly need new content to stay ontop. 

 

Solution 
 

Using Foap Missions to deliver a wide range of everyday shots featuring 
parents, grandparents, kids, big family moments in different life situations, 

as well as a nice range of product shots for their different product lines. 

 
Results 

Sourced 1000s of photos and 100s of videos showing real people from all 
cultures in their everyday lives, enjoying moments with their kids and 

journals.They successfully established a brand on Amazon and sales are 
boooming! A truly successful Amazon product/brand launch. 



GoMo Energy 

Challenge 
 

GoMo – a fast mover in the Amazon Supplement space needed to optimize their 
Amazon listings and reach new customers. To succesfully expand into new 

markets, they have a constant need for new content that drives a connection with 
their target audience. 

 

Solution 

By launching Foap missions and sampling via Amazon codes - they are able 
to reach photographers and video makers dedicated to creating authentic 

branded content at scale. 

 

Results 
Foapers are constantly delivering content exceededing brand's 

expectations.  

Furthermore GoMo, with time, managed to create a community of brand 
ambassadors within Foap who are thrilled to purchase their products, 
without a 100% discount!  This has drastically boosted their Amazon 

Listing & Product Discovery and is driving astonishing ROI KPIs. 



Talaria Flats 

Challenge 

A small seller in the Amazon space - Talaria Flats - need content that will 
ameliorate their brand appearance on Amazon, as well as across their social 

media platforms. As a fashion brand taking their first steps, they need 
aesthetically pleasing photos shot-to-brief that reflected their brand image and 

resonate with their target audience. 

 

Solution 

With Foap Missions they are able to deliver amazing content for the 
Amazon page (including white background shots) and all their other media 

communication channels. For a small, starting e-commence brand, Foap 
offers a cost affordable solution, yielding awesome results at scale. 

 

              Results 

Not only have Talaria Flats been able to build a brand on Amazon and off 
Amazon, they are generating sales from the Foap community with valuable 

feedback on their communication and product lines. 



Pürblack 

Challenge 

Purblack – a new comer to the Amazon beauty space – require photos that 
reflect the products purpose, as well as fill out their social media platforms. 

With a vast array of products, they want to make sure they are hitting the right 
target audience.  

 

Solution 

Launching Foap Missions that specify the needs for both product and 
lifestyle photos to help fill out the brands need on both sides of the 

spectrum.  As a small starting business – Foap was by far the best solution 
for product launch. 

 

Results 

Hundreds of stunning photos and driving #BrandLove! Purblack was able to 
quickly receive not only a wide range of content, but also acquiring models 

of all diversities, that fit the ‘for anyone’ vibe of their product, at an 
affordable cost and at scale!  



LucyBalu 

Challenge 

LucyBalu a new brand taking its first steps on Amazon and in the e-Commerce 
spectrum - designs luxury products for cats. Their high priced product relied mostly 

on photos from influencers that did not always meet the brand requirements, and 
were just too little to really portray their product lines for consumers. 

 
Solution 

Launching Foap photo and video missions - requesting for creators to follow 
set guidelines by LucyBalu, ensuring the product is beautifully presented, and 

their Amazon listing is fully optimized. 

Results 

Photos and videos that drive solid sales results! A range of cute cats, showcasing 
Lucy Balu’s product. Matching perfectly to the aesthetic of the brand and thus 

their consumer needs. 



AliExpress 

Challenge 

AliExpress handles over 200.000  sellers on their platform. As a lot of sellers are 
based in China / Asia targeting Europe and North America, getting the right 

photography and video content for their listing is a huge challenge. They need to 
up their content game – with one goal in mind - drive sales in Europe and North 

America. 

 
Solution 

Foap Missions provides a scalable solution to all e-commerce merchants 
to populate their listings with high quality, authentic branded content. 

Furthermore the content is provided by potential consumers of the 
brands, giving valuable feedback to the sellers.  

 

Results 

Aliexpress sellers are constantly populating their listings with Foaper 
generated content. This gives them the opportunity to start creating brands 
outside of China / Asia, tap quickly into new markets and most importantly 

drive staggering sales results! 



Wide range of application 
We are the leading UG content provider with a unique experience that we  
acquired while working for plethora of industries 

 
For amazing performance of your: 

Trustworthy UG Product reviews  

Amazon,  Shopify & other… 

Direct Sales 

Facebook 

Instagram 

Tik-Tok 

Influencer  

Product Launch 

Drop Shipping 

Blog entries 



Foap in Sweden 

Box 538 

291 25 Kristianstad 

Foap in USA 

119 W 24th street 

11100 New York 

Foap in Poland 

Aleje Jerozolimskie 56C  

00-803 Warszawa 

Jules Adamczyk 

Customer Success Specialist 

jules@foap.com 


